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Asia, Australia, New Zealand and Pacific Affairs 



ISLAMISATION TRENDS IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND BEYOND 
 
Excellencies, 
Distinguished Guests, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
  
 

It gives me great pleasure to be a guest speaker in the Middle East Institute in Singapore.  
When I received the invitation through the good offices of H.E. Ambassador Nasser Hamdy, the 
Egyptian Ambassador to Singapore, I thought it was important to accept this kind invitation and 
to discuss with the distinguished members and guests of this prestigious think-tank an issue that 
has become a very serious preoccupation for some around the world and a threat that must be 
confronted at all costs, come what may.  For the rest, it has become a phenomenon hard to 
understand and thus difficult to imagine how to cope with.  Needless to say, the views that I am 
about to expound are entirely mine and they should not in any way engage the responsibility of 
the Government of Egypt.  

 
Having said that, they remain the views and interpretation of events of an Egyptian 

nationalist who belongs to a generation of Egyptians and Arabs who had been witnesses to the 
rise of Arab nationalism to be succeeded by the emergence of various fundamentalisms – in 
plural – across the Muslim World.  For we should have no doubt that Muslim fundamentalism 
did not arise in a vacuum.  My thesis is that extremism and fundamentalism mushroomed in 
Arab and Muslim lands mainly in response to external factors.  In other words, fundamentalism 
has emerged as a reaction to many challenges that Muslims around the world have started facing 
after the wane of nationalism across the Arab and Muslim World.  In the same context, Muslim 
fundamentalism and extremism should similarly be seen as a radical answer to the process of 
globalisation, particularly in its cultural and political aspects.  It is, I would say, an attempt to 
assert one’s identity in face of what has been seen as a cultural invasion in many Muslim 
countries, if not in all of them. 
 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 

The last thirty years have seen the dramatic rise of fundamentalism and extremism in the 
Muslim World.  This rise has coincided with deep changes in world politics and the global 
economy.  And the interaction between these parallel phenomena has made what may be called 
Islamisation or militant Islam more difficult to understand.  For we are witness to the emergence 
of a new world order that still has to take shape and the international financial crisis will have an 
impact on how this world order would look like and function.  In this context, one of the critical 
issues on many minds throughout the world is the role and place of Islam and Muslim nations in 
a world transformed.  In other words, would Islam be integrated in this new order or are we 
destined to watch and experience a confrontation between the realm of Islam and the rest of the 
world? 
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The answer based on historical precedents could be positive or could be negative.  I, for 

one, believe that there are no inherent contradictions between Islam, modernity and human 
progress.  Maybe this assertion on my part won’t come as a surprise for those of you who have 
had the occasion to study Islamic civilisation or to read about it.  Suffice it to refer to El Andalus 
or to Bagdad, the seat of the Caliphate and the capital of the Abbasids.  These were glorious 
times not only for Muslims but also for Christians, Jews and non-believers.  To make my point 
home, there was a church in Toledo, the seat of Arab-Muslim rule, called Santa Maria la Blanca 
where Muslims observed their prayers on Fridays, the Jews on Saturdays and the Christians on 
Sundays. And a few decades earlier, a priest invited one of the early Muslim Caliphs to pray in a 
church in Jerusalem but the latter declined politely and explained his refusal by saying that if he 
had done it, he would have set a precedent for Muslims after him to convert churches into 
mosques, something Islam would not condone because the Koran recognises diversity and God 
says, “We have made you different people and tribes so that you come to know one another”.  

 
Needless to say, “to know” in this particular context means mutual recognition and 

acceptance of others who do not share our faith or our religion.  This goes a long way to explain 
why the Jews found safe haven in Arab and Muslim lands where other Jews had been persecuted 
throughout Europe last century.  And let me make one point clear in this aspect.  At the time, 
they had not been designated as Jews but rather as Egyptians, Moroccans or Yemenis. And they 
were entitled to the same rights as other citizens.  To put it differently, although the majority 
were Muslims, the countries had been living within the bounds of political secularism.  That is to 
say that there was no distinction based on creed or religion.  But things started to change with the 
establishment of the Jewish state back in 1948. 

 
The second half of the twentieth century saw many attempts for the creation of a model 

for a viable and modern nation-state in the Arab and Muslim lands.  Foremost among them has 
been Egypt.  Prior to July 1952, Egypt had experienced a regime of liberal democracy, albeit 
limited and subject to interference from the British High Commissioner at the time and the Royal 
Palace.  Under this regime, the Muslim Brotherhood came into being as a religious NGO in 
1927, dedicated to the propagation of the message of Islam among Egyptians with – in the 
background – the re-establishment of a Muslim rule patterned along the Ottoman Empire that 
had disappeared a decade earlier.  You may be aware of the fact that to this day the Muslim 
Brotherhood was never granted a licence to set up a political party because the Egyptian 
Constitution prohibits the establishment of religiously-based political parties.  But we can safely 
assume that all militant and extremist groups within Muslim countries were either a direct off-
shoot of the Muslim Brothers or were inspired by its ideology and its simple and unfathomable 
slogan that says “Islam is the solution”.  The question that needs to be addressed is: solution to 
what? 

 
My hypothesis is that the experience of building a modern nation-state across the Muslim 

World has yet to demonstrate its relevance to the needs and aspirations of Muslim nations.  The 
challenges, be they political, economic or social, are daunting but are not insurmountable.  Many 
of these nations are lagging behind not because they are Muslim but because they are 
dysfunctional for one reason or another.  And this dysfunction has been the main reason why 
militant groups have succeeded in recruiting the young and the women to their ranks.  The 
demands imposed by leading international financial institutions to liberalise, privatise and 
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deregulate the economies have made matters worse by limiting the role of the State in the 
economy and social services, thus abandoning untold millions of poor people across the Muslim 
World and leaving them prey to those militant and fundamentalist groups which are awash with 
money.  Most suicide bombers come from this background.  While they have nothing to lose in 
this life they have been promised Paradise in the hereafter.  The irony is that they believe it, 
without knowing that suicide is prohibited in Islam. 
 

I believe external factors have played a determining role in the proliferation of Islamic 
militant groups and initially in their creation. The term “jihadists” was coined by non-Muslims to 
designate those Muslims who had gone to Afghanistan after the Soviets had invaded it on 
December 27th, 1979.  They were financed, armed and assisted by leading Western Powers.  We 
were at the height of the Cold War back then.  The ultimate Western aim wasn’t the liberation of 
Afghanistan as such but rather the defeat of the former Soviet Empire.  They attained the 
objective by the use of Muslim blood and in the process, started the growing militarisation of 
militant and some fundamentalist groups in the Muslim World.  They spread what is known as 
the Kalashnikov culture in Afghanistan and Pakistan and played a role in the emergence of the 
Afghan Arabs, namely those Arab youths who returned home from the killing fields of 
Afghanistan to wage a false jihad against their governments and societies.  Egypt is one of the 
countries that suffered most at the hands of the Afghan Arabs for throughout the nineties of the 
twentieth century, they waged a fierce battle against the State and Egyptian society.  The 
damages in economic and financial terms are incalculable but the State won the battle not 
because it used extreme force but because it showed firmness and determination in confronting 
them and because – and this is very important – it was wholeheartedly supported by the Egyptian 
people, Muslims and Christians alike who were defending both their national identity and the 
way of life of their fathers and forefathers. 
 

Those leaders who planned the September 11 attacks are the sons of the Afghanistan War 
and its consequences on the Muslim World.  Let me make one thing clear here, most Muslims 
around the world condemned the unjustifiable attacks against the World Trade Centre in New 
York for the simple reason that Islam strongly and clearly prohibits attacking the innocent and 
the non-combatants if in a state of war.  And to bring this point home allow me to tell you the 
following story. 

 
In the early days of Islam, a Caliph – or the commander-in-chief in today’s parlance – 

told the commander of the Army that the Army would meet on their way to engage the Romans, 
priests worshipping God in their churches, women, children and old men and under no 
circumstances must the Army harm them and the Caliph even went as far as admonishing the 
Muslim Army from damaging the flora. 

 
We are still living in the shadows of September 11 but we hope the new American 

Administration will show enough wisdom and far-sightedness to disengage from the policies of 
the past eight years that have strengthened Muslim militants almost everywhere and the belief 
among many Muslims that it was Islam that had been under attack and not “terrorist groups”.  To 
put it differently, the so-called War on Terrorism has lost its credibility from a long time ago.  
And the conviction is widespread that this “war” was nothing but a façade to reach other 
strategic objectives.  And take for example the invasion of Iraq in 2003.  It has destabilized the 
whole region and concomitantly the absence of any progress in the Peace Process in the Middle 
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East has led many to entertain the idea that the international community and the United Nations 
are not on the side of Muslims’ rights but rather side with the strong and mighty. 

 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 

We share the same global village with its challenges and opportunities and I hope that we 
can all work together in the years to come to conquer poverty, disease and ignorance throughout 
the world and that the global economy will grow and develop in an equitable way so that most 
Muslim countries could benefit from the wealth created by globalisation.  And the free-market 
philosophy won’t benefit the few at the expense of the many dispossessed in the Muslim 
countries and that foreign armies would withdraw from all the Arab and Muslim territories and 
that the world at large will understand and respect Arab and Muslim values, cultures, and ways 
of life.  Only then, Ladies and Gentlemen, can we begin to contain extremist ideology in the 
Muslim World and start the process of depoliticising Islam as a religion. 

 
Thank you. 

* * * * * 
 
The above is an edited text of the address by H.E. Ambassador Hussien Haridy, Egyptian 
Assistant Foreign Minister for Asia, Australia, New Zealand and Pacific Affairs, at a Public 
Lecture organised by the Middle East Institute, Singapore on 26 February 2009 at the Shangri-
La Hotel 

 
 

 

MEI Deputy Director, Mr Verghese Mathews, presenting 
a token of appreciation to H.E. Ambassador Haridy 
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